On the House
I have recently completed an exhibition consisting of a series of studies of small solar houses . These studies were stimulated by comments made during a panel discussion on the future of solar energy . One participant asserted that solar energy had no future because he had never seen a beautiful solar house. Now it would be easy to dismiss such a remark as ludicrous or even ignorant . Yet it stayed with me, for I sensed a kernel of truth in it.
Putting aside taste, many first generation solar houses are lacking in qualities which speak to the nature of House . Some are additionally, simply crude, awkward or ugly . In some cases these failings are a result of the designer's lack of skill or knowledge . But more often,· it seems to me, they result from the designer's willingness to let the solar space conditioning response dictate most of the building's qualities. In short, they are single issue, single concept buildings. Certainly plans are made which support the normal range of home place activities, but this in addition to the solar space conditioning concern seems to provide the entire conceptual basis for many of these buildings .
Before I incur the wrath of a host of solar power advocates, I hasten to add that much standard residential design seems to proceed from an equally narrow if not the same conceptual basis . Clearly many houses destined for the anonymous marketplace are motivated principally by economic thinking -what that nonexistent "normal" patron will buy -just as the preponderance of solar houses are motivated by the desire to make the solar systems work . Thus many standard single family houses, born of market economics, are also single issue responses .
Distressingly , many high style houses also possess very narrow conceptual bases . Many of the award winning published designs seem to exist solely to speak to a single abstract intellectual convention possessed by the architect but unlikely to be understood by a great many of the uninitiated. Other reasonable concerns are arbitrarily eliminated from such designs . The selected formalism may indeed be well articulated, but is it any " better" to address this formalism than to deal to the marketplace?
Each approach is a symptom of our fractured and specialized way of life . Neither makes the tiniest gesture to a wholistic view by attempting to proceed from a fairly general conceptual basis . Specialization has its virtues . It is without doubt valuable to make a better brick, but if we are in reality trying to make a suitable homeplace, making better bricks results only in houses which are both superficial and unendearing .
I believe the principal stumbling block to making beautiful and rewarding homeplaces is our failure to insist that the concepts we proceed from address and reflect many dimensions of their circumstances and our being. We typically try to accommodate what we must and express a narrow message. We try very hard to find this narrow message because we believe it will make our building " unique" and by extension , ourselves special. Yet the uniqueness achieved is shallow and does not wear well. It seems far better to start with a broad conceptual basis which will, when skillfully worked, provide many messages and meaningful qualities to many people through time. McMurray house of 1924 demonstrates his strength in this area .2 This house is a simple modified L plan with a low pitched gable roof. It is placed on the land in a way which exaggerates its size . Restrained variation in edge form, openings and landscaping make it seem very rich and complex . A sense of spaciousness is achieved by concentrating a large percentage of the building floor area in the living/dining room. This room is developed as an expansive space with a rich edge including a full height bay, an inglenook, a balcony and a large window, each on a different edge. This is a space which might belong to a much larger house, and it gains its sense both from this association and from its tangible properties . Distance is realized by using level changes to exaggerate the sense of separation from this great room to the sleeping rooms and by developing a different sense of outdoor orientation for each bedroom, thus fostering the feeling of many places in one small place.
Small Sites
Making more effective use of the land we claim for ' residential purposes may also be a necessity of our future. The waste implicit in current suburban land use patterns is appalling. A typical suburban street is a desert of lawn with houses fioating in it, unreleated to specific place. This pattern generally replaces a balanced natural plant community or productive agricultural uses . The residential place produces nothing . 3 From both an economic and aesthetic standpoint, the conclusion is the same: use smaller sites.
Making full use of the small site requires careful consideration . of the spatial arrangement of house, lot and street to prevent the lost space which is built into the traditional setback arrangement. Space for production of food should be considered in planning every site. 
Clear Spatial Order
Accomplishing a clear spatial order may not be a universal desire or need, but it is a way of putting one at ease in his or her place. In this sense, it is perhaps especially appropriate that the homeplace possess a clear organization to aid in establishing a secure lifespace.
The basis of spatial order may be found in any number of meaningful distinctions in our lives. For example, we may recognize the relationships between collectively and individually used space. We may separate the spaces which support ceremonial events from those intended for more prosaic activities . We may make special places to celebrate specific objects or ideas.
Recognition of spatial order derives from our ability to perceive inside and outside, center and periphery, separation and connection . We accomplish distinction in spatial order through managing the size , shape and position of rooms, the nature of their edges and the connections between rooms . Or it might be more accurate to say that we manage ! perceptions of these properties. How ~big a room seems is often more important than its actual size. Understanding a sense of center is often more important than finding the measured center.
The resources available to make the order of small houses are limited. We cannot proceed as we might in large houses. Normally we can't afford to use much floor area for circulation or spatial connectors. Programmatic requirements limit our flexibility to distribute floor area to develop an emphasis. The limited number of rooms makes it difficult to employ elaborate layered spatial patterns . Edges generally must be simple.
Two of my designs demonstrate possible responses to these limitations. Both have compact forms and floor area of about 1,600 square feet . Little of the floor area is devoted to circulation, and many of the mea- No single reference should dominate the potential meanings of the homeplace . Specialization and separation are already a nemesis of humanity . Our roles are specialized , as are our abilities and perhaps even our personalities . This specialization is rnaking us more vulnerable physically, emotionally and spiritually. The attachment of self-worth to narrow facets of our existence is preventing us from being content in our lives and eliminating many sources of satisfaction and appreciation. Correspondingly our houses have been sanitized, specialized and economized into the minimal roles of shelter and asset. They don't speak to us much anymore because we ask them to confine their comments to these meager, rather dry aspects of our existence.
We can get houses to accept richer reflections by making connections to more meaningful realms in our lives . If we refer to past building forms or styles, they should · be strongly associated with more complete images of homeplace . Wright chose to do this by employing two dominant symbols from Northern European culture -the hearth and the sheltering roof . Images of hurnan form, position, posture and facial expression may be meaningful. The position that · two houses assume relative to one another rnay often be appreciated in terms of how we position our bodies in different situations . Facial expression and gesture are our most powerful forms
Of nonverbal expression . They may have a place in the house mirror . Maybeck's Goslinsky house may be seen in these terms6 The set back plane of the front elevation reminds us of a surprised or bemused face . In the original construction , the doorway was to the side of the projecting entry hall. With this in mind, I can see this house as a bemused participant on this street with an arm or hand outstretched to give some protection or distance from the street while sheltering the entry. This may be one way of making the building's relationship to the street meaningful.
Our relationships to other living things are powerful sources of reflection; they are desperately needed . The more we isolate our daily lives from apparent interdependence on the biosphere, the more necessary contemplation of this relationship becomes . There are ample precedents in historical architecture . Both Wright and Maybeck integrated living plants into their designs . Both men employed the relationship between . house and natural context as a sympathetic and poetic one . Each also employed natural form , particularly plant forms, as model for aspects of house form: Maybeck generally for applied decoration and Wright in geometry or basic pattern . . The creatures which people our mind are also powerful sources of re.flection, as are symbols of cosmic relationships . For precedents and models in these areas, we may have to look outside of our American traditions .
Humor is a necessary and important manifestation of the human spirit. It is one of the ways we cope with uncertainty and adversity . We can say outrageous but perhaps necessary things if we say them in a way which displays the humorous aspects of our subject. Of all buildings, houses deserve this most important reflection of humanity . My Triangle house employs an inversion in expected images on its public and private faces as a way of dealing with our mixed feeling about formality and informality in our lives . The public face of this house is small scale, intimate and casual, while the private face is monumental and formal. The faces are switched as if to ask us if we really know how we should behave in these times of rapid change and uncertainty .
In concluding, I will describe two of my designs in more detail so that you may relate them to the conceptual basis I have been discussing . The first of these is a recent study of a solar bermed house which I will refer to as Red and Blue. The second is The Dragon 's Armchair one of the solar house's studies.
/ .
• The site is divided into three zones: the public zone is the outside entry area at the front of the site; the semiprivate zone consists of the indoor entry, the living room including its corridor edge, the dining room and the outdoor room; the private zone wraps around the east, north and west edges of the site and includes the sleeping rooms, the kitchen, the studio and the outdoor garden/work area. One of the functions of the abstract dragon from which the house takes its name is to mark the edge between these zones.
The spatial order is focused around the living room and its fronting corridor. This room serves not only as the center, but also as the collector of all the house paths. It is the largest volume. It possesses the greatest elaboration and the most differentiation in shape. The other rooms in the semi-private zone share these qualities to a lesser degree. The rooms in the private zone assume subordinate positions and background qualities. Spaciousness is accomplished in this house by the large volume of the living room and by permitting it to borrow the corridor and the outdoor room. The distance to other rooms is exaggerated by level change and by orienting those rooms away from the center.
The dragon is the obvious illustration of a connection in this house. Physically it is an abstract band which embraces and bounds the center of the house, its semi-private domain. Its back merges with other elements in the living room, providing shelter for the seating and a framework for memorabilia and book shelves. Outside, the dragon's mouth contains a planter, the mailbox and a porch light. In our minds the dragon may take on other meanings. He may be a positive embodiment of organic life force enfolding and protecting us. Or we may see in him the demons within each of us.
Approaching the house from a distance we might see the dragon as fierce and hostile. Up close, the absence of teeth and the flowers in his mouth demonstrate his benign nature. The dragon's mouth faces the path to the exposed outdoor portion of the semi-private domain, whilewemustcross his neck to reach the inside. Stories certainly make us wary of passing a dragon mouth. As for stepping on his neck, the well-known "Don't tread on me" flag serves to remind us not to step on serpents without their permission. This may well be true of dragons.
Connections to human form and expression are most apparent in the north window. It admits top light into the living room. The eye region of a human face is depicted on this window in a form which is common to the expression of both mild surprise and disgust. The ambiguity of this gesture is intended to permit us to read in our beliefs concerning neighboring.
There are several other references in this house. The living room is at one level an overstuffed armchair. The exterior front face refers in part to an Empire style mansion.
